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Welcome to the latest edition of our Art Law Newsletter. 

Art is often in our thoughts in December, with the important London 
auction house sales, finding the ideal Christmas gift of an unusual piece of 
art and last minute investment decisions before tax deadlines. 

Our Newsletter has a fascinating insight into the changes to the regulation 
of the Ivory trade, holiday reading for the extended break, and reviews of 
must see exhibitions and books to buy as gifts or for one’s self. 

We hope you enjoy reading and wish you very Happy Seasonal Greetings. 
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Partner, EditorPartner, Editor  
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Impending changes to the 
UK ivory trade 

The UK ivory trade is strictly controlled 
by law. It looks likely that the UK Ivory 
Bill 2017-2019, announced in April 2018 
and currently under its third reading in 
the House of Lords, will be passed into 
law within a year. This would make the 
UK’s prohibition on the ivory trade one of 
the strictest in the world.  

Current UK regulations 
The ivory trade in the UK is regulated by The ivory trade in the UK is regulated by 
the Animal & Plant Health Agency, an the Animal & Plant Health Agency, an 
executive agency of the Department for executive agency of the Department for 
Environment, Food & Rural Affairs Environment, Food & Rural Affairs 
(DEFRA). As well as its sale and purchase, (DEFRA). As well as its sale and purchase, 
the import, export, loan, donation and the import, export, loan, donation and 
receipt of ivory all fall under its remit.receipt of ivory all fall under its remit.  

All trade in raw ivory of any age or origin is All trade in raw ivory of any age or origin is 
completely prohibited in the UK, but completely prohibited in the UK, but 
currently trade in precurrently trade in pre--1947 1947 ‘‘workedworked’ ’ ivory ivory 
is permitted. Worked ivory has been is permitted. Worked ivory has been 
significantly altered from its natural raw significantly altered from its natural raw 
state for jewellery, art, utility, or musical state for jewellery, art, utility, or musical 
instruments by carving, engraving or instruments by carving, engraving or 
otherwise reshaping the majority of its otherwise reshaping the majority of its 
surface. Before issuing a licence for the surface. Before issuing a licence for the 
commercial use, import or export of items commercial use, import or export of items 
made from elephant ivory, the Animal & made from elephant ivory, the Animal & 
Plant Health Agency requires substantial Plant Health Agency requires substantial 
evidence that it is both preevidence that it is both pre--1947 and 1947 and 
worked, often including expert historical worked, often including expert historical 
and scientific analysis.and scientific analysis.  

The proposed prohibition 
Passage of the Bill into law would Passage of the Bill into law would 
implement a prohibition on all commercial implement a prohibition on all commercial 
activities concerning elephant ivory in the activities concerning elephant ivory in the 
UK UK ––  regardless of its age or the extent to regardless of its age or the extent to 
which it had been worked which it had been worked ––  unless it unless it 
qualified for a statutory exemption.qualified for a statutory exemption.  

‘‘Commercial activitiesCommercial activities’ ’ would extend to would extend to 
import and export, leading to a problematic import and export, leading to a problematic 
category of items which can be neither category of items which can be neither 
lawfully sold within the UK nor lawfully lawfully sold within the UK nor lawfully 
exported to another market, as they do exported to another market, as they do 
not qualify for an exemption.not qualify for an exemption.  

Proposed exemptions to the prohibition Proposed exemptions to the prohibition 
are narrow, despite the scope of items are narrow, despite the scope of items 
falling under it being very broad. In addition falling under it being very broad. In addition 
to immediately recognisable ivory to immediately recognisable ivory 
sculptures, the prohibition could sculptures, the prohibition could 
potentially catch furniture with ivory inlays; potentially catch furniture with ivory inlays; 
musical instruments such as pianos, musical instruments such as pianos, 
bagpipes and violin bows; gaming pieces; bagpipes and violin bows; gaming pieces; 
scientific instruments; cutlery; and antique scientific instruments; cutlery; and antique 
tea and coffeepots with ivory insulators. tea and coffeepots with ivory insulators. 
The prohibition would only apply to The prohibition would only apply to 
elephant ivory; there would be a elephant ivory; there would be a 
presumption that ivory is from an elephant presumption that ivory is from an elephant 
unless the owner can prove otherwise. unless the owner can prove otherwise. 
Ivory from mammoths, hippopotamuses, Ivory from mammoths, hippopotamuses, 
whales and warthogs would continue to be whales and warthogs would continue to be 
regulated under existing laws.regulated under existing laws.  

Exemptions to the prohibition 
The first exemption to the prohibition The first exemption to the prohibition 
pertains to items made before 1918 which pertains to items made before 1918 which 
are of are of ‘‘outstandingly high artistic, cultural outstandingly high artistic, cultural 
or historical valueor historical value’ ’ and which are among and which are among 
‘‘the rarest and most important items of the rarest and most important items of 
their typetheir type’’. . Establishing these criteria will Establishing these criteria will 
be subject to assessment by nominated be subject to assessment by nominated 
experts, and is likely to be onerous. One experts, and is likely to be onerous. One 
member of the British Antique Dealers member of the British Antique Dealers 
Association considers that ivory objects Association considers that ivory objects 
confidently deemed to be of confidently deemed to be of ‘‘museum museum 
qualityquality’ ’ may nonetheless fail to qualify for may nonetheless fail to qualify for 
this exemption. DEFRA guidance states this exemption. DEFRA guidance states 
that items will be assessed using the that items will be assessed using the 
governmentgovernment’’s existing criteria to assess s existing criteria to assess 
works of art for preworks of art for pre--eminence and national eminence and national 
significance, the historical application of significance, the historical application of 
which has not always been consistent.which has not always been consistent.  
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The second exemption covers portrait The second exemption covers portrait 
miniatures painted on ivory before 1918 miniatures painted on ivory before 1918 
and the third exemption is for musical and the third exemption is for musical 
instruments preinstruments pre--dating 1975 of which less dating 1975 of which less 
than 20% is made of ivory. Objects made than 20% is made of ivory. Objects made 
before 1947 of which less than 10% by before 1947 of which less than 10% by 
volume is ivory qualify for the fourth volume is ivory qualify for the fourth 
exemption. It is anticipated that this would exemption. It is anticipated that this would 
cover most items in which the inclusion of cover most items in which the inclusion of 
ivory is minor or incidental to its purpose ivory is minor or incidental to its purpose 
and value, and these could then still be and value, and these could then still be 
traded, imported and exported. However, traded, imported and exported. However, 
there remains an illogicality in this there remains an illogicality in this 
exemption whereby, for example, an ivory exemption whereby, for example, an ivory 
thimble weighing 20 grams would not be thimble weighing 20 grams would not be 
exempt, while a large piece of furniture exempt, while a large piece of furniture 
with ivory inlays weighing upwards of a with ivory inlays weighing upwards of a 
kilogram would be.kilogram would be.  

Finally, dealings in ivory to and between Finally, dealings in ivory to and between 
accredited museums will not be accredited museums will not be 
prohibited. This would allow the sale of prohibited. This would allow the sale of 
otherwise nonotherwise non--exempted ivory items exempted ivory items 
within the UK. However, the appetite of within the UK. However, the appetite of 
museums to acquire ivory items (especially museums to acquire ivory items (especially 
at any considerable price) is waning. In at any considerable price) is waning. In 
June 2018 the British Museum was forced June 2018 the British Museum was forced 
to defend its acceptance of a donation of to defend its acceptance of a donation of 
more than 500 antique ivory items from more than 500 antique ivory items from 
accusations of endorsing the ivory trade, accusations of endorsing the ivory trade, 
indicating that even lawful transactions can indicating that even lawful transactions can 
cause PR headaches for public institutions.cause PR headaches for public institutions.

The exemptions will only be available upon The exemptions will only be available upon 
registration with the authorities, and it is registration with the authorities, and it is 
proposed that this would entail providing proposed that this would entail providing 
information on the provenance, information on the provenance, 
appearance and qualities of the item, appearance and qualities of the item, 
making a legal declaration regarding its making a legal declaration regarding its 
qualification for the exemption, and paying qualification for the exemption, and paying 
a fee. Every time the ivory item changes a fee. Every time the ivory item changes 
hands (by sale, gift, or inheritance) the hands (by sale, gift, or inheritance) the 
registration process would have to be registration process would have to be 
repeated.repeated.  

Conclusion 
The prohibition would not change the The prohibition would not change the 
current law on owning, donating, current law on owning, donating, 
bequeathing or inheriting ivory, though bequeathing or inheriting ivory, though 
new registration requirements might new registration requirements might 
apply. Nevertheless, consideration should apply. Nevertheless, consideration should 
be given to the potential consequences of be given to the potential consequences of 
a decrease in value of ivory objects if the a decrease in value of ivory objects if the 
prohibition renders them difficult or prohibition renders them difficult or 
impossible to sell. The removal of impossible to sell. The removal of 
incidental ivory in order to facilitate lawful incidental ivory in order to facilitate lawful 
sale could reduce an itemsale could reduce an item’’s value and be an s value and be an 
expensive process in itself. If you own or expensive process in itself. If you own or 
deal in ivory items, it could be prudent to deal in ivory items, it could be prudent to 
take action soon to ensure that you are take action soon to ensure that you are 
able to deal with them as you wish.able to deal with them as you wish.  

This article was written by Louise This article was written by Louise 
Paterson, +41 (0)22 591 18 49 or at Paterson, +41 (0)22 591 18 49 or at 
louise.paterson@crsblaw.com.louise.paterson@crsblaw.com.  
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Whitechapel Gallery: 
Elmgreen & Dragset: This 
Is How We Bite Our 
Tongue 

This Is How We Bite Our Tongue  is the 
first major overview of the artists 
Elmgreen & Dragset in the UK bringing  
the immersive environment “The 
Whitechapel Pool” with sculptures and 
works created over 20 years of the 
artists’ collaboration.  

The Danish Michael Elmgreen and the The Danish Michael Elmgreen and the 
Norwegian Ingar Dragset are recognised Norwegian Ingar Dragset are recognised 
for works which challenge the power for works which challenge the power 
structures that impact social issues. Satire structures that impact social issues. Satire 
features strongly in their work as seen  in features strongly in their work as seen  in 
earlier works like earlier works like ““Prada Shoe Shop in the Prada Shoe Shop in the 
Texas DesertTexas Desert””, , and and ““Boy on the Rocking Boy on the Rocking 
HorseHorse” ” on the fourth plinth in Trafalgar on the fourth plinth in Trafalgar 
Square. Hallmark themes questioning Square. Hallmark themes questioning 
values and social responsibility, are carried values and social responsibility, are carried 
by the artists into the Whitechapel show by the artists into the Whitechapel show 
and satire is everywhereand satire is everywhere……  

The show opens with the immersive The show opens with the immersive 
environment environment ““The Whitechapel PoolThe Whitechapel Pool””, , and and 
the ghost of a swimming pool, empty and the ghost of a swimming pool, empty and 
decrepit, littered with debris and leaves, its decrepit, littered with debris and leaves, its 
tiles cracked and dusty. The once noisy tiles cracked and dusty. The once noisy 
active splashy local amenity is now a noisy active splashy local amenity is now a noisy 
silent empty space. A narrative alongside silent empty space. A narrative alongside 
charts The Whitechapel Poolcharts The Whitechapel Pool’’s rise and fall, s rise and fall, 
from its philanthropic founding in 1901 and from its philanthropic founding in 1901 and 
rise as a famed public entity, to its politically rise as a famed public entity, to its politically 
sanctioned and commercially driven sanctioned and commercially driven 
decline. The Whitechapel Pool had existed. decline. The Whitechapel Pool had existed. 
Hockney painted it, Jack Cohen founder of Hockney painted it, Jack Cohen founder of 
Tescos, allegedly swam in it, and it was Tescos, allegedly swam in it, and it was 
closed when the Olympic regeneration closed when the Olympic regeneration 
took place.  But, the narrative which took place.  But, the narrative which 
continues is true to the artistscontinues is true to the artists’ ’ satirical satirical 
style...style...  

The Pool is to be resurrected in The Art The Pool is to be resurrected in The Art 
Hotel with Spa, by a leading hotel group. Hotel with Spa, by a leading hotel group. 
But, this time you pay to swim as a guest But, this time you pay to swim as a guest 
or member.or member.  

    

The point is made: a local amenity freely The point is made: a local amenity freely 
available for all, discarded as valueless, is available for all, discarded as valueless, is 
appropriated by commercial gain for a appropriated by commercial gain for a 
paying few. You could argue that this was a paying few. You could argue that this was a 
good use which may have brought jobs good use which may have brought jobs 
and wider prosperity to another and wider prosperity to another 
community, but this is not the message of community, but this is not the message of 
these artists, as the show continues with these artists, as the show continues with 
different abandoned pieces challenging different abandoned pieces challenging 
power and values.power and values.  

Moving upstairs Moving upstairs ““Modern MosesModern Moses” ” comes comes 
into view into view ––  a waxed figure of a baby a waxed figure of a baby 
swaddled in a white blanket and dressed in swaddled in a white blanket and dressed in 
a nona non--gendered baby grow and hat, gendered baby grow and hat, 
sleeping in a carry cot below a stainless sleeping in a carry cot below a stainless 
steel ATM appearing altarsteel ATM appearing altar--like with its like with its 
illuminated sign illuminated sign ““24 Hour Banking24 Hour Banking””. . A A 
timeless message timeless message ––  the baby abandoned the baby abandoned 
for the chance of a better life, or for a life at for the chance of a better life, or for a life at 
all.  all.    

Then the show continues with figurative Then the show continues with figurative 
sculptures which explore ideas around sculptures which explore ideas around 
childhood, masculinity, capitalism, and childhood, masculinity, capitalism, and 
religion. These include a frightened religion. These include a frightened 
schoolboy, a pregnant maid, a small boy schoolboy, a pregnant maid, a small boy 
gazing at a rifle on the wall, and a Judgegazing at a rifle on the wall, and a Judge’’s s 
wig with no head inside. There is a lot going wig with no head inside. There is a lot going 
on here. Tricky everyday contemporary on here. Tricky everyday contemporary 
issues are tackled head on in domestic issues are tackled head on in domestic 
scenes confronting the viewer with scenes confronting the viewer with 
uncomfortable feelings of uncomfortable feelings of what thewhat the    

reality might be, and as  epitomised in the reality might be, and as  epitomised in the 
showshow’’s title, s title, ““This is How We Bite Our This is How We Bite Our 
TongueTongue””, , emotions held inside not said out emotions held inside not said out 
loud.loud.  

And then there is And then there is ““The Bottle and the The Bottle and the 
BookBook” ” consisting of a chair and a desk on consisting of a chair and a desk on 
top of which is a whiskey bottle and a glass top of which is a whiskey bottle and a glass 
along with a hand bound diary. The artists along with a hand bound diary. The artists 
have often dealt with what people are have often dealt with what people are 
allowed or not allowed to do in museums allowed or not allowed to do in museums 
and here visitors are invited to take a seat, and here visitors are invited to take a seat, 
browse through this private journal browse through this private journal 
detailing parts of Elmgreen &Dragsetdetailing parts of Elmgreen &Dragset’’s s 
artistic practice, inspirations and artistic practice, inspirations and 
influences, and have a drink. There is an influences, and have a drink. There is an 
attendant nearby to fill up the bottle.attendant nearby to fill up the bottle.  

This is not a subtle show. The messages This is not a subtle show. The messages 
are loud and clear, and for some, the points are loud and clear, and for some, the points 
made will go just too far, but then this is made will go just too far, but then this is 
the point the point ““This is How We Bite Our This is How We Bite Our 
TongueTongue””..  

Whitechapel Gallery: Elmgreen & Dragset Whitechapel Gallery: Elmgreen & Dragset 
finishes 13th January 2019.finishes 13th January 2019.  

This review was written by Heather This review was written by Heather 
Maizels, heather.maizels@Maizels, heather.maizels@  
crsblaw.com or +44 (0)20 7438 2139.crsblaw.com or +44 (0)20 7438 2139.  
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Art Review: Anni Albers 

It is quite surprising for Tate Modern to 
do an exhibition that is predominantly 
textile work but the wonderful embrace 
of textiles celebrates the life and work of 
Anni Albers, the influential German artist 
and designer who studied and taught at 
the Bauhaus Art School in Weimar, 
before moving to the United States in 
1933.  

Albers was a pioneer, given that the Albers was a pioneer, given that the 
Bauhaus did not allow women to study Bauhaus did not allow women to study 
painting. Having enrolled in 1922 she painting. Having enrolled in 1922 she 
attended the weaving workshop as that attended the weaving workshop as that 
was all she was allowed to do but luckily was all she was allowed to do but luckily 
received instruction from artists such as received instruction from artists such as 
Paul Klee and Kandinsky. However, rather Paul Klee and Kandinsky. However, rather 
than allowing the medium of weaving to than allowing the medium of weaving to 
confine her, Albers aspired to be seen also confine her, Albers aspired to be seen also 
as an artist.as an artist.  

Her designs are strictly abstract and using Her designs are strictly abstract and using 
unconventional materials, including unconventional materials, including 
cellophane, jute and horsehair. This is the cellophane, jute and horsehair. This is the 
most significant retrospective of her work most significant retrospective of her work 
to date showing her works in the context to date showing her works in the context 
of her broader historical research, her of her broader historical research, her 
writing and teaching.writing and teaching.  

She is one of the many women artists who She is one of the many women artists who 
have been sidehave been side--lined, but her idea of lined, but her idea of 
weaving as a modern art form is unique, weaving as a modern art form is unique, 
given that she saw it as a modern process given that she saw it as a modern process 
despite dating back thousands of years, to despite dating back thousands of years, to 
be used in a modern art form.be used in a modern art form.  

The exhibition takes in her work from The exhibition takes in her work from 
Germany, Chile, Europe, North Carolina, Germany, Chile, Europe, North Carolina, 
Central and South America as she Central and South America as she 
embraces both hand and industrial embraces both hand and industrial 
production, craft and fine art practices. Her production, craft and fine art practices. Her 
great mentors were the weavers of great mentors were the weavers of 
ancient Peru.ancient Peru.  

The exhibition is a wonderful collaboration The exhibition is a wonderful collaboration 
of worldwide textiles which shows her of worldwide textiles which shows her 
tactile imagination. Many of the more tactile imagination. Many of the more 
recent designs you will recognise as being recent designs you will recognise as being 
produced now by the design house produced now by the design house 
Christopher Farr and the great treat is that Christopher Farr and the great treat is that 
they are on sale at the Gallery Shop during they are on sale at the Gallery Shop during 
the exhibition. One not to miss to the exhibition. One not to miss to 
commemorate a remarkable woman commemorate a remarkable woman 
ahead of her time.ahead of her time.  

This article was written by Suzanne This article was written by Suzanne 
Marriot, suzanne.marriott@Marriot, suzanne.marriott@  
crsblaw.com or +44 (0)20 7203 5267.crsblaw.com or +44 (0)20 7203 5267.  
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The Collector: The Story 
of Sergei Shchukin and His 
Lost Masterpieces 

Natalya Semenova and Andre-Marc 
Delocque-Fourcaud  

This is the first English language 
biography of Sergei Shchukin, written by 
art historian Natalya Semenova and 
adapted by Shchukin’s grandson Andre 
Delocque.   

Born in 1854 into a wealthy family of Born in 1854 into a wealthy family of 
Russian textile merchants, Sergei Russian textile merchants, Sergei 
Shchukin became a highly successful Shchukin became a highly successful 
merchant himself accumulating vast merchant himself accumulating vast 
financial power and, following a visit to financial power and, following a visit to 
Paris, and buying his first Matisse, Paris, and buying his first Matisse, 
developed an intuition and a burning developed an intuition and a burning 
passion for great new Art. This led to him passion for great new Art. This led to him 
becoming an early collector of Matisse, and becoming an early collector of Matisse, and 
also Cezanne, Gauguin, Monet, and also Cezanne, Gauguin, Monet, and 
Picasso. Picasso. He also collected Renoir, Henry He also collected Renoir, Henry 
Rousseau, Derain and Marquet, cramming Rousseau, Derain and Marquet, cramming 
the walls of his palace with new pieces, the walls of his palace with new pieces, 
including La Danse which he including La Danse which he 
commissioned Matisse to paint specially commissioned Matisse to paint specially 
for him. for him. This is a story about relationships This is a story about relationships 
with people as well as Art, with the with people as well as Art, with the     

friendship friendship with Matisse described tenderly, with Matisse described tenderly, 
as are the relationships Shchukin had with as are the relationships Shchukin had with 
his children, his brothers, his two wives, his children, his brothers, his two wives, 
and his employees.  There are other and his employees.  There are other 
collectors immersed in this story, including collectors immersed in this story, including 
ShchukinShchukin’’s own brothers, and Ivan s own brothers, and Ivan 
Moronov, but Shchukin was always first Moronov, but Shchukin was always first 
with the new and the shocking, opening with the new and the shocking, opening 
his home on Sunday for the public to view, his home on Sunday for the public to view, 
and wearing his best clothes to do so, and wearing his best clothes to do so, 
attracting ridicule and derision, whilst his attracting ridicule and derision, whilst his 
palace became a gathering place for the palace became a gathering place for the 
local artistic community who were inspired local artistic community who were inspired 
and also repulsed by his works, which were and also repulsed by his works, which were 
often unpopular in France where they had often unpopular in France where they had 
been snubbed by museums including the been snubbed by museums including the 
Louvre.Louvre.  

But Shchukin went on collectingBut Shchukin went on collecting……  

Nothing could stop him. Not the drowning Nothing could stop him. Not the drowning 
of his son, the suicide of his brother, the of his son, the suicide of his brother, the 
death of another son who shot himself, death of another son who shot himself, 
nor the death of his treasured wife. Each nor the death of his treasured wife. Each 
tragedy drove him more. He just tragedy drove him more. He just 
succumbed to Art time and time again succumbed to Art time and time again 
building a collection in spite of war and building a collection in spite of war and 
revolution, revolution, which may actually have fuelled which may actually have fuelled 
his wild collecting. his wild collecting.   

When small pox threatened his daughter, When small pox threatened his daughter, 
Sergei evacuated his family on the Ukraine Sergei evacuated his family on the Ukraine 
Train and later joined them in France. He Train and later joined them in France. He 
remained exiled in Nice and Paris whilst remained exiled in Nice and Paris whilst 
Lenin nationalised his collection which was Lenin nationalised his collection which was 
to become one of the most prized to become one of the most prized 
possession of the Russian State. These possession of the Russian State. These 
were were ““His Lost MasterpiecesHis Lost Masterpieces” ” and with this and with this 
loss, Sergei never recovered. Despite the loss, Sergei never recovered. Despite the 
wealth he took with him, and the wealth he took with him, and the 
relationships he had with the artistic relationships he had with the artistic 
community in France, he never felt the community in France, he never felt the 
urge to buy again urge to buy again --  although he did although he did 
decorate his apartment in Paris with Dufy decorate his apartment in Paris with Dufy 
having found his works cheerful, and then having found his works cheerful, and then 
died surrounded by his second family, and died surrounded by his second family, and 
what was left of the first, in France.what was left of the first, in France.  

This is not always a smooth read, being This is not always a smooth read, being 
adapted and translated, but the story it adapted and translated, but the story it 
contains is magnificent.contains is magnificent.  

This article was written by Heather Maizels, This article was written by Heather Maizels, 
heather.maizels@crsblaw.com orheather.maizels@crsblaw.com or  
+44 (0)20 7438 2139+44 (0)20 7438 2139  
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Modernists and Mavericks 
by Martin Gayford – 
Bacon, Freud, Hockney 
and the London painters. 

Published by Thames & Hudson  

This is the story of painting in London from This is the story of painting in London from 
1945 to the 19701945 to the 1970’’s, drawing on extensive s, drawing on extensive 
first hand interviews reflecting first hand interviews reflecting 
conversations that unfold over many conversations that unfold over many 
years. In this book the art critic Martin years. In this book the art critic Martin 
Gayford pieces together a history of post Gayford pieces together a history of post 
war painting in London from the war painting in London from the 
Camberwell students of the 1940Camberwell students of the 1940’’s, s, 
working in the ruins of a bombed city, to working in the ruins of a bombed city, to 
the painting thriving in London against the the painting thriving in London against the 
backdrop of Soho bohemia in the 50backdrop of Soho bohemia in the 50’’s, to s, to 
the pop artists of the 1960the pop artists of the 1960’’s. This book is s. This book is 
about people who paint and the about people who paint and the 
conversations they have with each other, conversations they have with each other, 
and with the author. and with the author.   

They liked talking. Francis Bacon wandered They liked talking. Francis Bacon wandered 
around with around with ““a mobile seminara mobile seminar””, , Frank Frank 
Auerbach says he and Bacon Auerbach says he and Bacon ““talked, talked, 
slightly drunkenly and wildly for about 15 slightly drunkenly and wildly for about 15 
yearsyears””.  .  Auberbach and Freud talked to Auberbach and Freud talked to 
each other for over 50 years. Gillian Ayres each other for over 50 years. Gillian Ayres 
and Howard Hodgkin talked hour after and Howard Hodgkin talked hour after 
hour in the car down to Bath School of Art.  hour in the car down to Bath School of Art.  
Influenced by teachers like David Influenced by teachers like David 
Bomberg, they followed a focus on effort Bomberg, they followed a focus on effort 
and seriousness.  Martin Gayford presses and seriousness.  Martin Gayford presses 
home the point of long concentration and home the point of long concentration and 
sudden achievement. For Kossoff, sudden achievement. For Kossoff, 
tirelessly painting a swimming pool in tirelessly painting a swimming pool in 
Willesden, North West London, there Willesden, North West London, there 
would come a point when would come a point when ““conscious conscious 
intention breaks upintention breaks up””. . And then And then ““the picture the picture 
happenedhappened””. .   

    

These painters were aware of their These painters were aware of their 
contemporaries in the US, with Allen Jones contemporaries in the US, with Allen Jones 
suggesting Hornsey College should be suggesting Hornsey College should be 
sued for fraud when his tutors failed to sued for fraud when his tutors failed to 
mention Jackson Pollock. mention Jackson Pollock.   

Hockney, Frank Bowling, and Richard Hockney, Frank Bowling, and Richard 
Smith were attracted by the big new art Smith were attracted by the big new art 
centres of New York and Los Angeles and centres of New York and Los Angeles and 
went there, whilst great works by Kossoff, went there, whilst great works by Kossoff, 
Auerbach, Freud and Bacon came from Auerbach, Freud and Bacon came from 
not being there. We learn that Auerbach not being there. We learn that Auerbach 
stayed close to Camden, and Freud stayed close to Camden, and Freud 
thought it is mad to travel at all when there thought it is mad to travel at all when there 
were parts of London he had not visited, were parts of London he had not visited, 
and Bacon ventured further and went to and Bacon ventured further and went to 
St. Ives. St. Ives.   

Given the recent deaths of Gillian Ayres Given the recent deaths of Gillian Ayres 
and Howard Hodgkin, and the passing of and Howard Hodgkin, and the passing of 
the great figures of the 60the great figures of the 60’’s, this is a good s, this is a good 
time to read the history of post war time to read the history of post war 
painting in London through painting in London through 
the conversations of artists, who despite the conversations of artists, who despite 
of new competing media like photography, of new competing media like photography, 
were confident that painting could do were confident that painting could do 
fresh and marvellous things. The 114 fresh and marvellous things. The 114 
illustrations are a bonus.illustrations are a bonus.  

This article was written by Heather This article was written by Heather 
Maizels, Maizels, heather.maizels@crsblaw.com or heather.maizels@crsblaw.com or 
44 (0) 207 438 2139.44 (0) 207 438 2139.  
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Mantegna & Bellini 

National Gallery Sainsbury Wing, 
London to 27 January 2019 
You probably did not know that the great You probably did not know that the great 
Renaissance Venetian masters Andrea Renaissance Venetian masters Andrea 
Mantegna (1431Mantegna (1431--1506) and Giovanni 1506) and Giovanni 
Bellini (1435Bellini (1435--1516) were brothers1516) were brothers--inin--law.  law.  
This spectacular exhibition at the National This spectacular exhibition at the National 
GalleryGallery’’s Sainsbury Wing puts their work s Sainsbury Wing puts their work 
side by side for the first time and sets out side by side for the first time and sets out 
to show how their talents interchanged to show how their talents interchanged 
with each other.  with each other.    

Their talents were not the same: Their talents were not the same: 
MantegnaMantegna’’s had an inventive skill,  the s had an inventive skill,  the 
ability to bring classical stories to life and ability to bring classical stories to life and 
was a master of perspective.  Bellini on the was a master of perspective.  Bellini on the 
other hand was innovative in his use of other hand was innovative in his use of 
bright colour and landscapes to add a new bright colour and landscapes to add a new 
dimension to the religious scenes each dimension to the religious scenes each 
painted in a masterly and own fashion.  In painted in a masterly and own fashion.  In 
this great exhibition of paintings, the this great exhibition of paintings, the 
National Gallery has assembled from all National Gallery has assembled from all 
over the world over the world ––  as only a truly great as only a truly great 
museum has the resources, both museum has the resources, both 
scholastic and financial, to do scholastic and financial, to do --    some 250 some 250 
works by these two great artists so you works by these two great artists so you 
can see for yourself how their influence can see for yourself how their influence 
interspersed.  interspersed.    

The inspiration was a comparison of the The inspiration was a comparison of the 
Agony in the Garden Agony in the Garden ––  versions by each versions by each 
artist have hung alongside each other in artist have hung alongside each other in 
London since the 19th century.  What a London since the 19th century.  What a 
pity it has taken over a hundred years to pity it has taken over a hundred years to 
build on that comparison build on that comparison ––  but it is all worth but it is all worth 
the wait I assure you.the wait I assure you.  

Ribera: Art & Violence 

Dulwich Picture Gallery to 27 January 
2019 
Not perhaps for the faintNot perhaps for the faint--hearted, the hearted, the 
outstanding South London gallery has outstanding South London gallery has 
brought together for the first time in brought together for the first time in 
London a number of the powerful great London a number of the powerful great 
works by the Spanish Baroque painter, works by the Spanish Baroque painter, 
Jusepe de Ribera (1591Jusepe de Ribera (1591--1652).  1652).    

If you admire Caravaggio, you will adore the If you admire Caravaggio, you will adore the 
monumental and masterly monumental and masterly   

composition of Riberacomposition of Ribera’’s great chiaroscuro s great chiaroscuro 
canvasses that depict suffering canvasses that depict suffering ––  best best 
shown in Apollo and Marsyas that has shown in Apollo and Marsyas that has 
come from Naples. The portrayal of come from Naples. The portrayal of 
suffering and of mansuffering and of man’’s inhumanity is s inhumanity is 
mesmerising. This exhibition explains mesmerising. This exhibition explains 
Ribera and his style and juxtaposes it to Ribera and his style and juxtaposes it to 
the period in which he was painting when the period in which he was painting when 
horror and torture were commonplace. horror and torture were commonplace.   

But do not let me put you off But do not let me put you off ––  despite the despite the 
depth of anguish that so many of these depth of anguish that so many of these 
paintings show, their quality and their paintings show, their quality and their 
poignancy and beauty are immediately poignancy and beauty are immediately 
demonstrative of why this Spaniard was a demonstrative of why this Spaniard was a 
truly great artist whose work deserves truly great artist whose work deserves 
better public recognition.  An exhibition for better public recognition.  An exhibition for 
which Dulwich has deservedly received which Dulwich has deservedly received 
great praise great praise ––  and you should go see for and you should go see for 
yourself just why this is so.yourself just why this is so.  

Brueghel  

Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna to 13 
January 2019 
If there is one exhibition showing just now If there is one exhibition showing just now 
that no one should miss that no one should miss ––  for it will never for it will never 
be repeated and is magical be repeated and is magical ––  it is the it is the 
centenary monograph of work by Peter centenary monograph of work by Peter 
Breughel the Elder (c1525Breughel the Elder (c1525--1569) staged 1569) staged 
in Viennain Vienna’’s magnificent Kunsthistorisches s magnificent Kunsthistorisches 
Museum.  Here, 30 of the 40 or so known Museum.  Here, 30 of the 40 or so known 
canvases by this titan have been amassed, canvases by this titan have been amassed, 
some being sent overseas for the first some being sent overseas for the first 
(and probably last) time ever for these are (and probably last) time ever for these are 
old and fragile works.  old and fragile works.    

Some well known paintings of village and Some well known paintings of village and 
peasant scenes are missing peasant scenes are missing ––  the the 
Metropolitan MuseumMetropolitan Museum’’s masterpiece The s masterpiece The 
Harvesters was for example deemed too Harvesters was for example deemed too 
fragile to travel fragile to travel ––  but what is there is a feast but what is there is a feast 
for onefor one’’s eyes as you examine the great s eyes as you examine the great 
figurative painterfigurative painter’’s large canvases and a s large canvases and a 
host of supporting drawings and host of supporting drawings and 
engravings of landscapes, revelry and engravings of landscapes, revelry and 
village life. village life.   

 Of course Vienna was off to a good start  Of course Vienna was off to a good start 
to set this show up to set this show up ––  its own its own   

collection of 12 large oils by the founder of collection of 12 large oils by the founder of 
the Breughel dynasty is unequalled.  But the Breughel dynasty is unequalled.  But 
more than just the works of art, the more than just the works of art, the 
exhibition is remarkable for its supporting exhibition is remarkable for its supporting 
peripheral stands peripheral stands ––  showing for example showing for example 
how Breughel painted, how the wood for how Breughel painted, how the wood for 
the panels he painted on was prepared, the panels he painted on was prepared, 
how the great work Suicide of St Paul was how the great work Suicide of St Paul was 
restored restored ––  all these lead to a full all these lead to a full 
understanding of why the head man is also understanding of why the head man is also 
the lead painter of this family of painters.  the lead painter of this family of painters.  
And magical it all is And magical it all is ––  I found that 3½ I found that 3½ hours hours 
was just not long enough to take in this was just not long enough to take in this 
artistic treat.  Donartistic treat.  Don’’t miss it t miss it ––  and buy a Skip and buy a Skip 
the Queue ticket online in advance for just the Queue ticket online in advance for just 
€€30 30 ––  well worthwhile!well worthwhile!  

Oceania 

Royal Academy of Arts to 10 December 
2018 
Here is something completely different Here is something completely different ––  
an enormous exhibition covering art works an enormous exhibition covering art works 
from an enormous area of the world from an enormous area of the world ––  the the 
southern Pacific area known as Oceania.  southern Pacific area known as Oceania.  
On show from a multitude of islands On show from a multitude of islands 
spanning Australia, New Zealand, Tahiti, spanning Australia, New Zealand, Tahiti, 
Hawaii and many, many other islands are Hawaii and many, many other islands are 
beautiful artefacts symbolising ritual, beautiful artefacts symbolising ritual, 
worship of gods and straightforward worship of gods and straightforward 
navigation: boats and masks and navigation: boats and masks and 
tapestries and weapons, all laid out in the tapestries and weapons, all laid out in the 
RARA’’s spacious rooms.  It is a fascinating s spacious rooms.  It is a fascinating 
exhibition that brings to life a host of exhibition that brings to life a host of 
different peoples discovered by the west different peoples discovered by the west 
250 or so years ago.  Do not miss the 250 or so years ago.  Do not miss the 
captivating video montage In Pursuit of captivating video montage In Pursuit of 
Venus (Infected) which depicts the Venus (Infected) which depicts the 
infiltration of western explorers into these infiltration of western explorers into these 
beautiful islands beautiful islands ––  but above all enjoy the but above all enjoy the 
scale and beauty of the objects scale and beauty of the objects 
themselves.  A refreshing exhibition that themselves.  A refreshing exhibition that 
has proved very popular.has proved very popular.  

This article was written by Ludovic de This article was written by Ludovic de 
Walden,  ludovic.dewalden@crsblaw.com Walden,  ludovic.dewalden@crsblaw.com 
or +44 (0)20 7438 2145.or +44 (0)20 7438 2145.  
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Visions and Visionaries 

Guildhall Art Gallery, London 
11 December 2018–30 April 2019  

Visions and Visionaries opening on the Visions and Visionaries opening on the 
11th December at Guildhall Art Gallery 11th December at Guildhall Art Gallery 
presents John Latham alongside a host of presents John Latham alongside a host of 
other visionary artists. Included are Sir other visionary artists. Included are Sir 
John GilbertJohn Gilbert’’s, Marcello Pecchiolis, Marcello Pecchioli’’s s ‘‘Alien Alien 
PriestPriest’’, , and John Lathamand John Latham’’s experimental s experimental 
screen print, NO IT, 1967 in a visually screen print, NO IT, 1967 in a visually 
arresting and thoughtarresting and thought--provoking new provoking new 
exhibition.exhibition.  

The galleryThe gallery’’s Mezzanine will show two s Mezzanine will show two 
important sculptures by John Latham and important sculptures by John Latham and 
contemporary works by artists from the contemporary works by artists from the 
Association Age of Future, including Association Age of Future, including 
Marcello PecchioliMarcello Pecchioli’’s startling stained glass s startling stained glass 
window and Turner Prize winning artist window and Turner Prize winning artist 
Grayson Perry.Grayson Perry.  

The intimate Temple Room will be The intimate Temple Room will be 
dominated by Sir John Gilbertdominated by Sir John Gilbert’’s s 
meticulously detailed masterpiece of two meticulously detailed masterpiece of two 
knights ambushed by fairies in a moonknights ambushed by fairies in a moon--lit lit 
forest The Enchanted Forest; Edward forest The Enchanted Forest; Edward 
Coley BurneColey Burne--Jones (currently the subject Jones (currently the subject 
of a major exhibition at Tate Britain) St of a major exhibition at Tate Britain) St 
Agnes and St Dorothy; and a series of 25 Agnes and St Dorothy; and a series of 25 
otherother--worldly drawings by William Blake to worldly drawings by William Blake to 
illustrate two poems by Thomas Gray, The illustrate two poems by Thomas Gray, The 
Bard and The Fatal Sisters.Bard and The Fatal Sisters.  

The exhibition highlights some of the The exhibition highlights some of the 
figures that defined the "Visionary" idea in figures that defined the "Visionary" idea in 
art art ––  i.e. artists who laid the foundations for i.e. artists who laid the foundations for 
a later, avanta later, avant--garde, and more liberated garde, and more liberated 
generation, which drew from these works generation, which drew from these works 
and were inspired to find new forms in their and were inspired to find new forms in their 
art and poetry.art and poetry.  

““Marcello PecchioliMarcello Pecchioli’’s eyes eye--catching alien catching alien 
priest, rendered on stained glass, and priest, rendered on stained glass, and 
BlakeBlake’’s others other--worldly illustrations will worldly illustrations will 
provide wonderful contrasts to John provide wonderful contrasts to John 
LathamLatham’’s unconventionally executed work s unconventionally executed work 
and Sir John Gilbertand Sir John Gilbert’’s meticulously s meticulously   

detailed masterpiece.detailed masterpiece.” ” Visions and Visions and 
Visionaries is a collaboration between the Visionaries is a collaboration between the 
City of London CorporationCity of London Corporation’’s Guildhall Art s Guildhall Art 
Gallery, The Sir Denis Mahon Charitable Gallery, The Sir Denis Mahon Charitable 
Trust, Flat Time House, and the BolognaTrust, Flat Time House, and the Bologna--
based Association Age of Future.based Association Age of Future.  

Elizabeth Scott, the City of London Elizabeth Scott, the City of London 
CorporationCorporation’’s Head of Guildhall Galleries s Head of Guildhall Galleries 
and Principal Curator of Guildhall Art and Principal Curator of Guildhall Art 
Gallery, comments:Gallery, comments:  

“’“’Visions and VisionariesVisions and Visionaries’ ’ will feature work will feature work 
by artists who create dreamby artists who create dream--worlds worlds 
inspired by myths and legends to offer a inspired by myths and legends to offer a 
new perspective to Guildhall Art Gallerynew perspective to Guildhall Art Gallery’’s s 
collection.collection.  

Bringing together significant and rarelyBringing together significant and rarely--
displayed pieces by major artists, some of displayed pieces by major artists, some of 
whom may challenge visitorswhom may challenge visitors’ ’ perceptions perceptions 
of of ‘‘visionaryvisionary’’, , the unique exhibition focuses the unique exhibition focuses 
on a particularly restless period of the on a particularly restless period of the 
nineteenth century, and also includes nineteenth century, and also includes 
some engaging contemporary art works.some engaging contemporary art works.””  

Orietta Benocci Adam and Suzanne Orietta Benocci Adam and Suzanne 
Marriott, Trustees of The Sir Denis Mahon Marriott, Trustees of The Sir Denis Mahon 
Charitable Trust which supports this Charitable Trust which supports this 
exhibition pays homage to one of the exhibition pays homage to one of the 
most sublime minds who was able to unite most sublime minds who was able to unite 
the spirit and intuition with a "vision" which the spirit and intuition with a "vision" which 
was never unreal. was never unreal.   

This man was Sir Denis Mahon, whose This man was Sir Denis Mahon, whose 
intense studies and passion gave him the intense studies and passion gave him the 
opportunity to discover and rediscover opportunity to discover and rediscover 
artists whom we thought were lost and artists whom we thought were lost and 
works that we thought were missing.works that we thought were missing.““To To 
pay tribute to him is an attempt to render pay tribute to him is an attempt to render 
immortal the mind of a man whose life has immortal the mind of a man whose life has 
been an example to many.been an example to many.””  

Gareth BellGareth Bell--Jones, a collaborator, Flat Jones, a collaborator, Flat 
Time House, which was John LathamTime House, which was John Latham’’s s 
home, said the house is a short walk away home, said the house is a short walk away 
from Peckham Rye,from Peckham Rye, the location of William  the location of William 
BlakeBlake’’s revelatory vision of the s revelatory vision of the ‘‘burning burning 
bushbush’’..  

Latham was also a visionary for a very Latham was also a visionary for a very 
different time, encouraging society to take different time, encouraging society to take 
a more intuitive, less divided, view of the a more intuitive, less divided, view of the 
world through his decadesworld through his decades--long long 
cosmological investigations.cosmological investigations.  

Flat Time House supports LathamFlat Time House supports Latham’’s s 
involvement in this exhibition among the involvement in this exhibition among the 
company of such prophetic and insightful company of such prophetic and insightful 
artists.artists.  

Professor Marcello Pecchioli, Founder and Professor Marcello Pecchioli, Founder and 
Leader of the Association Age of Future, Leader of the Association Age of Future, 
said:said:  

"The scientific and artistic "The scientific and artistic ‘‘Age of FutureAge of Future’ ’ 
team reconnect research with possibilities team reconnect research with possibilities 
of making art and, with the advent of of making art and, with the advent of 
artificial intelligence and robotics, seem to artificial intelligence and robotics, seem to 
be on the verge on an unprecedented be on the verge on an unprecedented 
conceptual revolution. Their exhibitions conceptual revolution. Their exhibitions 
are essentially, as 'a sort of Technoare essentially, as 'a sort of Techno--age age 
parallel to the Middle Ages'parallel to the Middle Ages'””..  

This article was written by Suzanne This article was written by Suzanne 
Marriott, suzanne.marriott@crsblaw.com Marriott, suzanne.marriott@crsblaw.com 
or +44 (0)20 7203 5267.or +44 (0)20 7203 5267.  
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Who to contact 

If you are interested in more information 
on anything you have read in this 
newsletter, please contact the relevant 
author, your usual Charles Russell 
Speechlys contact, or alternatively:  

Suzanne Marriott 
Partner, EditorPartner, Editor  

T:T: +44 (0)20 7203 5267 +44 (0)20 7203 5267  
suzanne.marriott@crsblaw.comsuzanne.marriott@crsblaw.com    
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